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ARTISTIC VALUE (0,00-4,00) – SHORT PROGRAM CHILDREN CATEGORIES
Team_________________ Country____________ Number of gymnasts______

Required artistic components
of the composition
Music and style (1,5)
music and style is expressed through elements
rhythm of the movement
movements, dress etc. is suitable for music & style
and express the music & style
style is suitable for the team, the team is
expressing the style clearly with their execution
elements are part of the composition style, the
style of the composition continues from the
beginning to the end throughout all required
elements and other parts of the program
Fluency and dynamics, value (1,5)
elements go with the music, all movements
according to the music
the team shows different dynamics
tempo changes between elements
fluency throughout the composition
fluent placing of the elements in the composition,
not all jumps in the beginning, not all balances
directly after each other etc.
Formations, value (1,0)
creating new formations with/during the required
TV elements
using the carpet
5 formations
use of different levels and directions
variety of making formations

-

-

-

Points
0,0 – 0,3
0,0 – 0,3
0,0 – 0,3
0,0 – 0,3
0,0 – 0,3

0,0 - 0,3
0,0 - 0,3
0,0 - 0,3
0,0 - 0,3
0,0 - 0,3

0,0 - 0,2
0,0 - 0,2
0,2
0,0 - 0,2
0,0 - 0,2

Deductions from music
 poor linking of music
- 0,1 / each time
 disconnected additional effects
- 0,1 / each time
 music stops before or after last movement
- 0,1
 music ends by breaking off abruptly
- 0,1
 music does not fit to theme
- 0,2
Deductions from error in the composition
 error in the composition
- 0,1 / each time
Penalty from forbidden movement or lift
 forbidden movement / lift
- 0,5 / each movement / lift
Penalty from religion/ nationality/ political insults
- 0,3
Penalty from the team’s entrance
-0,3
Penalty from dress, hair or make-up not conforming to the regulations
 for one (1) gymnast
- 0,1
 for two (2) or more gymnasts
- 0,2
 lost items (hair decoration, toe shoes etc.)
-0,1 / each lost item
 for each color spot on the competition area caused by hair dye
-0,2
Penalty from the assistance by any official person (proposal from the majority of AV judges)
 assistance by any official person
- 0,3
Penalty from the length of the competition program (by Responsible Judge)
 additional or missing full seconds
- 0,1 / second

Differences between middle scores: 0,4

